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Using Adobe Connect
TOP LEFT | Attendees Pod Hosts, Presenters, 
Participants

MIDDLE LEFT | Chat Pod Questions, comments, 
links in “everyone”; direct message individuals 

BOTTOM LEFT | Download Pod Files shared by 
TDL and/or our presenters 



Why Archive the Web?
● interacting with it is integral to our day-to-day lives
● all levels of government use it to communicate to their 

constituents 
● almost all organizations, schools, events, businesses have 

a presence there
● we use it to create content and share it with the world 

How will we be able to look back at this time without a 
record of the web?



The Joy of Web Archiving

Ian Milligan - University of Waterloo
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Geocities as source

https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc722979/



https://gifcities.org/?q=Texas

https://gifcities.org/?q=Texas


The Joy of Web Archiving

End of Term Web Archive - 2008, 2012, 2016

eotarchive.cdlib.org



Web Archiving Defined

Website: one or more web pages
Web archiving: The process of selecting, capturing*, saving and making 
accessible select content available online
Web archive: archived web content/website
Web archives: a group of web-published materials collected, managed 
and made accessible
URI: Uniform Resource Identifier, most common type being URL, by 
which a document can be uniquely identified

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_Resource_Identifier


Common terms (jargon breakdown)
Capture/Harvest/Crawl: Downloading the files that make up a website 
including HTML, CSS, JS, images to facilitate reproducing the website 
offline.
Crawler/Spider/Robot: all software that collects web content

WARC: the ISO standard file format for storing web archived content, is 
a concatenation of records consisting of downloaded web files (HTML, 
CSS, Images, etc.), HTTP response/request headers, and metadata. The 
format extended from Internet Archive’s ARC format.

https://www.iso.org/standard/68004.html
https://archive.org/web/researcher/ArcFileFormat.php


Common terms (jargon breakdown)

Seed/Seed URL: any URL that one explicitly directs the crawler to 
capture. 
Seeds and the scope of a crawl, based on factors like domain match, 
URI pattern, content type/size, determine what goes into the 
collection.
Hops: how many levels of links the crawler ventures from a seed. 
Ex: A crawl starting with seed http://tdl.org that follows that page’s link to 
http://tdl.org/tdl-events has gone one hop.

https://github.com/internetarchive/heritrix3/wiki/Configuring-Crawl-Scope-Using-DecideRules


Common terms (jargon breakdown)

Domain: hierarchical name specifying a location that can be looked up 
in a Domain Name System (also domain name)
Domain Name System (DNS): hierarchical naming system most notably 
used to translate domain names to IP addresses for locating resources 
on the web.
Domains contain subdomains. 
Ex. www.tdl.org is a subdomain of tdl.org and tdl.org is a subdomain of org.

TLD or top level domain is the last (most broad) level of a domain such 
as .com, .edu, .gov.



Common terms (jargon breakdown)

SURT (Sort-friendly URI Reordering Transform) is a way of representing 
URIs left-to-right, to keep like URIs together (tdl.org with blog.tdl.org).

<scheme://domain.tld/path?query> becomes  <scheme://(tld,domain,)/path?query>

CDX/CDX Index is a format for indexing individual web documents/URIs 
that are part of a web archive, often used for lookups by access tools.

Regex or regular expressions use strings of characters (literal and 
special) to establish patterns to be matched against. 
Ex. ^https?://(www\.)?tdl\.org/(feed|events/.*

http://crawler.archive.org/articles/user_manual/glossary.html
https://iipc.github.io/warc-specifications/specifications/cdx-format/cdx-2015/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_expression


Capture 
tools & tech



To archive the web, we 
capture/harvest/crawl URIs and 
write the results to WARC files.

Capturing the Web



Capturing the Web

A couple of methods to crawling:
● Crawler requests URI (HTML, CSS, etc.) and parses the source code 

for more URIs (faster, less resource intensive, lower fidelity)
● Crawler requests URI and renders HTML pages in a browser for 

interaction-driven captures (slower, more resource intensive, 
higher fidelity)

Using multiple methods/crawlers is sometimes ideal.



Crawling with Heritrix

Heritrix: Internet Archive’s Open Source Java-based web crawler capable of large 
scale harvesting.

https://heritrix.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


More Crawling with Heritrix

Archive-It: Subscription service of Internet Archive on top of Heritrix 
that helps with curating, preserving, crawling, and quality assurance of 
web collections.
Web Curator Tool: Open Source tool by NLNZ and KB-NL that builds 
functionality on top of Heritrix to aid in managing permissions, 
scheduling, scoping and quality assurance.

https://archive-it.org/
https://webcuratortool.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


More Harvesting

Wget: Command-line utility for downloading web content with many 
options including ability to write WARC files.

wget --page-requisites --warc-file tdl --warc-cdx http://www.tdl.org

Brozzler: Internet Archive’s crawling solution that loads HTML in a 
browser, interacts with the page based on configured behaviors, and 
records the HTTP traffic to WARCs.
Webrecorder: Free or subscription online service or desktop software 
for capturing the web by recording request/response traffic to WARCs 
while a person browses pages in a web browser.

https://www.gnu.org/software/wget/manual/wget.html
https://support.archive-it.org/hc/en-us/articles/360000343186-What-is-Brozzler-
https://webrecorder.io/


Capture with Webrecorder



Capture with Webrecorder



Social Media Capture
tools & tech



Archiving social media sites 
can be problematic with 
some tools because of their 
reliance on JavaScript, page 
scrolling, etc.

Social Media Capture



Social Media Capture

Webrecorder and Brozzler (Archive-It) work better than 
Heritrix for social media capture because they record all 
HTTP traffic while a user or automated interactions navigate 
a site.
twarc is a tool specifically for capturing Twitter content in 
JSON from via Twitter’s API.

https://github.com/DocNow/twarc


Quality Assessment 
tools & tech



Manual QA

Many institutions conduct manual QA by clicking around on 
an archived site in a replay tool, noting problems to be 
addressed.

This is time consuming/doesn’t scale.



Manual QA 



Semi-Automated QA 

Archive-It QA needs user interaction to open a URL in Wayback, but automates 
pieces of the QA process.

https://support.archive-it.org/hc/en-us/articles/115004144786-How-to-use-the-Wayback-QA-Tool


Analyzing Crawl Logs and Reports

Heritrix writes a crawl.log:
2019-08-05T17:21:20.364Z   302          0 http://www.foift.org/robots.txt XP http://www.foift.org/ text/html #012 20190805172119976+388 sha1:3I42H3S6NNFQ2MSVX7XZKYAYSCX5QBYJ -
-

2019-08-05T17:21:18.149Z   200      51879 http://foift.org/ - - text/html #023 20190805172117419+671 sha1:JAUJUZM3NBJ7HM3YYYSSA6DIPWYFPRIA - 3t

and provides reports that include numbers on hosts, mimetypes, HTTP 
status codes, etc.
Logtrix is a tool (in its early stages) for parsing/analyzing Heritrix’s 
crawl logs.

https://github.com/iipc/logtrix


Analyzing Screenshots

Another QA route involves looking at screenshots rendered after capture.

Comparing against a screenshot taken at capture time can show discrepancies.

https://github.com/iipc/qa2019/tree/master/rendering-playback


Access, Playback
tools & tech



Access to Web Archives

Access/playback/replay of web archives pertains to viewing archived 
web pages after capture.
Software is required to read records from WARC files and 
playback/display pages in a browser.
Looks up URI in an index (often a CDX) to determine which WARC file 
and looks up where the WARC file is.
Must also pull CSS, images, etc. needed to render the page (for HTML).



Issues in Access to Web Archives

Web archiving is often not perfect:
● Assets may not have been captured
● In replay, URI lookups could leak to live web
● Search boxes and forms don’t function
● Captured videos may not replay where embedded



Tools for Viewing Web Archives

OpenWayback started as Internet Archive’s Java-based Wayback 
Machine implementation in 2005 for viewing ARCs/WARCs in a 
browser, now managed by IIPC.
pywb is a Python-based web application for accessing high-fidelity web 
archives supported by Rhizome.
Webrecorder Player and fuller-featured Webrecorder Desktop (coming 
soon) are desktop applications utilizing pywb (command-line not 
needed) by Rhizome for viewing WARCs on your desktop.

https://github.com/iipc/openwayback
https://pywb.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/webrecorder/webrecorder-player


2011 UNT Home Page in OpenWayback



Search
tools & tech



URL Search

Most web archives access content by looking up an exact URL and displaying the 
result. 

Depending on the software, some web archives will allow for partial matching in 
URLs and returns a list of items matching that pattern in the web archive. 

Example: https://webarchive.library.unt.edu/web/*/http://unt.edu*

Some web archives like the Internet Archive also allow for searching of terms 
within the URL. 

Example: https://web.archive.org/web/*/womenshealth



Full-Text Search

Full-Text Search is a challenge for many web archives due to a number 
of reasons:

Complexity of content
Dealing with duplication
Scale of content
Cost of hardware to make search performant

Despite this, there are a number of web archives that provide full-text 
search to part or all of their collections. 



Full-Text Search

Examples:

UK Web Archive - https://www.webarchive.org.uk/ukwa/
Arquivo.pt (Portugal) Web Archive - https://arquivo.pt/?l=en
Archive-It - https://archive-it.org/explore/?show=ArchivedPages

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/ukwa/
https://arquivo.pt/?l=en
https://arquivo.pt/?l=en
https://archive-it.org/explore/?show=ArchivedPages


Full-Text Tools

Most search systems are based on Lucene (Solr, ElasticSearch, 
NutchWax)

Warclight - https://archivesunleashed.org/warclight/
Web Archive Discovery - https://github.com/ukwa/webarchive-discovery/
NutchWAX - http://archive-access.sourceforge.net/
SolrWayback - https://github.com/netarchivesuite/solrwayback

https://archivesunleashed.org/warclight/
https://github.com/ukwa/webarchive-discovery/
http://archive-access.sourceforge.net/
https://github.com/netarchivesuite/solrwayback


Full-Text Tools - SolrWayback

With SolrWayback you can implement full-text search by:
● downloading and unzipping the software
● moving a couple config files to your home directory
● copying WARCs into a specified directory
● running a provided script to kick off full-text indexing

This gives you a user interface for searching your collection in the 
browser and one for searching directly in Solr.



Full-Text Tools - SolrWayback



Full-Text Tools - SolrWayback



Preservation
tools & tech



Preserving Web Archives Locally

● Web archiving services are not designed to be a 
preservation system for your web archives, for that you 
need to integrate them into your local digital 
preservation strategy. 

● There are two major pieces to think about for 
preserving web archives locally. 
○ Getting a local copy of your web archive
○ Creating a strategy to locally preserve the content.



Get a local copy

● Some services can ship you a copy of your web archive on 
hard drives. 

● Others make it available to download from their systems. 
● In the past few years there has been development of tools 

to make the process of getting a local copy of web 
archives. 
○ Web Archiving Systems API (WASAPI) is an API for downloading WARC 

files and is supported by services like Archive-It.
○ https://github.com/unt-libraries/py-wasapi-client

https://github.com/unt-libraries/py-wasapi-client


Strategy for Preserving Locally

● Web archives will often take a large amount of storage and 
often don’t align with data models for digital library tools. 

● Talk with local IT/Systems administrators about storage 
strategies 

● Account for web archive content in your digital preservation 
plans

● Understand how your system handles WARC files
○ Some understand the format (Archivematica, Preservica, Islandora)
○ Others will handle them as unrecognized files (DSpace)



Resources
TDL Confluence list of resources

https://texasdigitallibrary.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DPS/pages/967213124/Web+Archiving+Texas+Resources?atlOrigin=eyJpIjoiOGRhNTdlNzAyNWEwNGQwYmEyZjQ4Mzg5NmU3NWY4OGQiLCJwIjoiYyJ9


Promo for the rest of series





Homework



Q&A


